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ABSTRACT

Shear-relative distributions of four types of precipitation/convection in tropical cyclones (TCs) are statis-

tically analyzed using 14 years of Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Precipitation Radar (PR)

data. The dataset of 1139 TRMMPR overpasses of tropical storms through category-2 hurricanes over global

TC-prone basins is divided by future 24-h intensity change. It is found that increased and widespread shallow

precipitation (defined as where the 20-dBZ radar echo height,6 km) around the storm center is a first sign of

rapid intensification (RI) and could be used as a predictor of the onset of RI. The contribution to total

volumetric rain and latent heating from shallow and moderate precipitation (20-dBZ echo height between 6

and 10 km) in the inner core is greater in RI storms than in non-RI storms, while the opposite is true for

moderately deep (20-dBZ echo height between 10 and 14 km) and very deep precipitation (20-dBZ echo

height $14 km). The authors argue that RI is more likely triggered by the increase of shallow–moderate

precipitation and the appearance of more moderately to very deep convection in the middle of RI is more

likely a response or positive feedback to changes in the vortex. For RI storms, a cyclonic rotation of frequency

peaks from shallow (downshear right) to moderate (downshear left) to moderately and very deep pre-

cipitation (upshear left) is found and may be an indicator of a rapidly strengthening vortex. A ring of almost

90% occurrence of total precipitation is found for storms in the middle of RI, consistent with the previous

finding of the cyan and pink ring on the 37-GHz color product.

1. Introduction

Prediction of tropical cyclone (TC) intensity change,

especially rapid intensification (RI), has shown rela-

tively little improvement over the last three decades

compared with forecasts of TC motion, in spite of the

availability of advanced satellite observations and the

development of sophisticated numerical models. One of

the most fundamental reasons is a lack of understanding

of the physical processes and mechanisms that govern

the TC intensity variability.

Intensity forecasting is challenging since the inner-

core evolution involves a complex interaction among

processes occurring on spatial scales varying over many

orders of magnitude (Marks and Shay 1998). Several

environmental conditions associated with RI have been

identified, including warm sea surface temperatures

(SSTs) and a deep warm oceanic mixed layer, low ver-

tical wind shear, high lower-tropospheric relative hu-

midity, conditional instability, large-scale upper-level

divergence, and low-level convergence patterns (Merrill

1988; Kaplan and DeMaria 2003; Wang and Wu 2004).

Although these environmental and oceanic factors are

reasonably well predicted owing to improvements in

dynamical models and have proved to be useful in

forecasting RI (Kaplan et al. 2010), the false-alarm ratio

still remains undesirably high, suggesting that these ex-

ternal processes play only a partial role in RI. It is thus

reasonable to hypothesize that internal processes oper-

ating on scales smaller than the environmental scales

may be much more important in distinguishing RI and

slowly intensifying storms (Hendricks et al. 2010).

Convective-scale processes within the inner-core re-

gion of TCs are widely believed to be one of the most

important subsynoptic-scale contributors to TC in-

tensification. Previous modeling studies have argued the

importance of rotating, asymmetric deep convection in

the inner core, termed vortical hot towers (VHTs), to

TC intensification (Hendricks et al. 2004; Montgomery
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et al. 2006; Nguyen et al. 2008). Montgomery and Smith

(2011) proposed that asymmetric convection/heating

was the preferred spinup mechanism. However, it is

noted that these VHTs were mainly reported in tropical

depressions by observational studies (e.g., Reasor et al.

2005; Houze et al. 2009), while RI usually occurs in

storms ranging in intensity from tropical storms through

category-2 hurricane systems (Kaplan and DeMaria

2003; Kieper and Jiang 2012).

In contrast, many early theoretical studies have shown

that symmetric convection/heating was the preferred

mechanism at spinning up the inner-core winds (e.g.,

Ooyama 1969; Shapiro and Willoughby 1982). More

recently, Nolan and Grasso (2003) and Nolan et al.

(2007) revisited the issue and examined the evolution

of a symmetric, balanced vortex perturbed by asym-

metric, unbalanced heat sources based on an improved

linearized primitive equation model. They indicated

that the intensity of the vortex changes as a symmetric

response to the azimuthally averaged latent heating re-

lease and found that heating inside the radius of maxi-

mum winds (RMW) has a much higher efficiency with

which diabatic heating released within the storm core is

converted into the kinetic energy of the storm-scale

primary circulation (e.g., Vigh and Schubert 2009;

Rogers 2010). This suggests that asymmetric, intense

convective cells (e.g., hot towers) do not play any spe-

cific role in intensification other than to the extent to

which they add to the symmetric mean heating.

Particularly for RI, several observational case studies

have shown horizontally small-scale, asymmetric deep

convection (such as convective bursts and hot towers)

within the inner core of TCs undergoing RI (Reasor et al.

2009; Guimond et al. 2010; Molinari and Vollaro 2010;

Nguyen and Molinari 2012; Reasor and Eastin 2012;

Stevenson et al. 2014; Rogers et al. 2015; Susca-Lopata

et al. 2015), especially when the storm was experiencing

moderate-to-high vertical wind shear. For example,

Nguyen and Molinari (2012) argued that Hurricane Irene

(1999) rapidly intensified because the diabatic heating

produced by asymmetric, intense convection was strong

enough to dramatically increase the azimuthally averaged

heating. Reasor et al. (2009) and Reasor and Eastin (2012)

illustrated that the rapid intensification of Hurricane

Guillermo (1997) undermoderate shear coincidedwith the

formation and cyclonic rotation of strong convective bursts

through the left-of-shear semicircle. A series of observa-

tional studies on Hurricane Earl (2010) (Stevenson et al.

2014; Rogers et al. 2015; Susca-Lopata et al. 2015) showed

that asymmetric deep convective bursts and lightning

strikes occurred before Earl’s rapid intensification.

However, statistical studies using long-term satellite

observations have shown different results. To test the

VHT theory hypothesized by modeling studies (e.g.,

Montgomery and Smith 2011), Jiang (2012) examined

the inner-core convection, especially hot towers (de-

fined as maximum 20-dBZ radar echo height$14.5 km),

in different TC intensity change categories. It was shown

that the probability of 24-h future RI does not signifi-

cantly increase when hot towers exist in the inner-core

region, and it was suggested that hot towers are neither a

necessary nor a sufficient condition for RI. Several other

satellite-based statistical studies supported the sym-

metric mechanism of TC intensification with a focus on

RI. Kieper and Jiang (2012) indicated that a symmetric

ring feature on the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)

37-GHz color composite microwave satellite product

(Lee et al. 2002) is a very good predictor of RI in the

following 24h. They subjectively defined the ring to be at

least 90%closed around the stormcenter with either cyan

color or pink color on the NRL 37-GHz color product.

Lee et al. (2002) indicated that qualitatively warm rain or

low-level water clouds appear cyan and deep convection

appears pink. However, by reviewing a large number of

TRMM TC overpasses, we found that any precipitation

with ice aloft appears pink, which could be either strati-

form or convective, and not necessarily deep convection.

Although it is often claimed that the ring is ‘‘precipitative’’

(Zagrodnik and Jiang 2014, hereafter ZJ14), it has never

been proven with direct quantitative information. As an

indirect proof, using a 10-yr dataset from the Tropical

Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite, Jiang and

Ramirez (2013) determined that RI in the future 24h

requires a minimum threshold for the current inner-core

raining area and volumetric rain that is appreciably higher

than non-RI storms.

By compositing a large number of passive microwave

satellite overpasses relative to vertical wind shear di-

rection, Harnos and Nesbitt (2011) claimed that they

found a convective ring forming 6 h beforeRI begins and

intensifying over the following 24-h RI period. The ring

at the onset of RI had a 50% occurrence of an ice-

scattering signature defined by the 85-GHz polarization-

corrected brightness temperature (PCT; Spencer et al.

1989),250K, indicating at least moderate convection in

TC eyewalls with TRMM PR 17-dBZ radar echo-top

heights around 9–10km (Cecil and Zipser 2002, their

Fig. 10). However, Harnos and Nesbitt’s (2011) study

did not mirror the Southern Hemisphere TC overpasses

relative to shear direction before compositing them with

Northern Hemisphere TC overpasses. This could

cause a severe overestimate of the percent occurrence of

convection, especially in the right-of-shear quadrants.

Indeed, Harnos and Nesbitt’s (2011) Fig. 3 showed that

the occurrence of 85-GHz PCT #250K is downshear-

right dominant duringRI, RI1 6 h, andRI1 12h, which
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is contradictory to many previous studies that have con-

firmed the downshear-left regions as the preferred re-

gions for total precipitation and convection (Corbosiero

and Molinari 2002, 2003; Chen et al. 2006; Cecil 2007;

Hence and Houze 2012).

Amore careful study, conducted by ZJ14, composited

the 14 years of TRMM Precipitation Radar (PR) over-

passes only from Northern Hemisphere TCs. Not sur-

prisingly, they showed a ring of only 5% occurrence of

radar reflectivity .20dBZ at or above 10-km elevation,

which is a moderately intense convection definition

slightly stronger than that used in Harnos and Nesbitt

(2011), for storms that have undergone RI for at least

12 h and will continue to rapidly intensify during the

following 24h (see their Fig. 8e). Although ZJ14 were

not able to directly prove that the 37-GHz cyan and pink

ring found by Kieper and Jiang (2012) is precipitative,

ZJ14’s Fig. 6e does show a closed ring of 70% occur-

rence of near-surface PR reflectivity.20dBZ for storms

that have undergone RI for at least 12 h and will con-

tinue to rapidly intensify during the following 24 h. Note

that the 20-dBZ level is closely analogous to the raining

area and was used to define precipitation features in

Nesbitt et al. (2000). Because of the larger footprint size

of the 37-GHz channel than that of the PR, it is highly

possible that a ring at a larger percent occurrence would

be seen if the PR data used in ZJ14 were degraded to the

37-GHz equivalent footprint size. ZJ14 concluded that

the rainfall frequency and latent heating distributions

were more symmetric near the onset of RI and contin-

ued to be more symmetric as RI continues and the

rainfall coverage expands upshear.

While these satellite-based statistical studies implied

that the symmetry ofwidespread precipitation containing a

much lower percentage of asymmetric deep convection is

important in initiating RI in the following 24h, observa-

tional case studies mentioned above (Reasor et al. 2009;

Guimond et al. 2010; Molinari and Vollaro 2010; Nguyen

and Molinari 2012; Reasor and Eastin 2012; Stevenson

et al. 2014; Rogers et al. 2015) emphasized the role of

asymmetric very deep convection in RI. An important

question raised from this is, what is the relative im-

portance of precipitation–convection of different depths–

intensities toRI? In this study, we consider the inner-core

precipitation–convection in more detail by separating it

into four categories according to its radar echo-top height

from very deep, moderately deep, moderate, to shallow.

The latent heat release in the inner core is the primary

driving force of TC intensification. ZJ14 found that

total rainfall amount is closely correlated with total

latent heat release, and the rainfall frequency is best

correlated to future intensity change. In this study, we

focus specifically on the frequency of four kinds of

precipitation–convection and their corresponding

contribution to total volumetric rain in different TC

future 24-h intensity change stages. Our primary goal is

to identify whether there are significant differences in

the distributions of different kinds of inner-core

precipitation–convection between storms at the be-

ginning of RI, the middle of RI, and those that do not

undergo RI. We also focus on quantifying the relative

contribution to total volumetric rain in the inner core

from moderately deep–very deep convection versus

shallow–moderate precipitation.

This study extends ZJ14’s work by using an extended

version of their TRMM PR dataset that exclusively in-

cludes storms in at least moderately favorable environ-

ments (see section 2a). ZJ14 focused on the distributions

of rainfall frequency, moderately deep convection, and

latent heating, while this study focuses on the frequency

of four types of precipitation–convection and their rel-

ative contributions to total rainfall. Similar to ZJ14, we

consider the distribution of precipitation–convection

relative to the TC center and relative to the vertical

wind shear. The organization of TC convection and pre-

cipitation within the inner core is primarily dominated by

the environmental vertical wind shear, while the impact

of storm motion on the eyewall convective asymmetry

appears to be secondary (Corbosiero and Molinari 2002,

2003; Reasor et al. 2013). Both numerical model simula-

tions (e.g., Rogers et al. 2003) and observational studies

(Corbosiero and Molinari 2002, 2003; Chen et al. 2006;

Cecil 2007; Hence and Houze 2012) have confirmed that

the downshear to downshear-left regions are favored for

upward motion and precipitation.

The TRMM spectral latent heating (SLH) estimates

(Shige et al. 2004, 2007) were analyzed intensively in

ZJ14. In this study, we analyze both latent heating and

total rainfall, but results shown below focus mainly on

total rainfall. As pointed out by Park and Elsberry

(2013), the SLH algorithm significantly underestimates

convective-scale cooling rates in tropical mesoscale

convective systems. Therefore, the latent heating results

in both ZJ14 and this study likely overestimate the

heating rates at lower levels in convective pixels.

2. Data and methodology

a. TRMM PR overpasses selection

The dataset used in this study is an extended version

of the 14-yr TRMMPRdataset (from 1998 to 2011) used

by ZJ14. ZJ14’s dataset is derived from the TRMM

Tropical Cyclone Precipitation Feature database (TCPF;

Jiang et al. 2011). TCPF includes the overpasses of all

global TCs viewed by the TRMM satellite that reached
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tropical storm intensity during their lifetimes. The storm

center, storm intensity, and storm translation speed of

each overpass are interpolated from the National Hur-

ricane Center (NHC) and Joint Typhoon Warning

Center (JTWC) best-track data. As the PR has a narrow

247-km swath (215 km before the TRMM orbital boost

in August 2001), ZJ14 have manually filtered all PR

overpasses so that at least some portion of the TC center

or near-center area is within the PR swath. The best-

track storm center of each overpass was also manually

adjusted by ZJ14 when the PR or TRMM Microwave

Imager (TMI) 37-GHz data suggest that the center

should be moved. Geographically, overpasses used in

ZJ14 were restricted to the Northern Hemisphere, in-

cluding the Atlantic, North Pacific (eastern and west-

ern), and north Indian Ocean basins. In this study,

overpasses in the SouthernHemisphere (including south

Indian and South Pacific Ocean basins) are also in-

cluded. We use version 7 of the TRMM PR 2A25 al-

gorithm (Iguchi et al. 2009) reflectivity and rain rate and

2H25 latent heating data (Shige et al. 2007). As in-

dicated by ZJ14, 2H25 latent heating is closely corre-

lated with PR 2A25 rain rates with a linear correlation

coefficient of 0.89. The PR reflectivity has a vertical

resolution of approximately 250m (at nadir) and a

horizontal resolution of 53 5 km2 (4.33 4.3 km2 before

the orbital boost). To compare the 37-GHz cyan and

pink ring with the radar reflectivity and 85-GHz PCT

field, the TMI 1B11 37- and 85-GHz brightness tem-

peratures are also used in this study.

It is well known that RI rarely occurs in an unfavor-

able environment, such as during movement to a region

with cold SST or strong vertical wind shear, or during

landfall (Kaplan and DeMaria 2003). To focus on the

role of inner-core convection in RI, ZJ14 have applied

several criteria to the selection of PR overpasses to ex-

clude the impacts of both external factors and other

internal factors, such as eyewall replacement cycles

(Willoughby et al. 1982). These criteria are as follows:

SST. 268C, vertical wind shear,16m s21, mean inner-

250-km total precipitable water (TPW) .50mm, storm

translation speed ,11m s21, the TC center is located

over water both at the time of the overpass and 24 h in

the future, and the intensity of the storm at the time of

the overpass is between tropical storm and category-2

hurricane. According to ZJ14, the cutoff criteria for

SST, TPW, shear, and stormmotion were derived from a

larger dataset of several thousand TRMM TMI over-

passes. All storms that underwent RI in that larger

dataset had environmental conditions that met or ex-

ceeded these minimum criteria. The SST is derived from

the 0.258 resolution Reynolds daily SST grid point

nearest to the storm center (Reynolds et al. 2007). The

vertical wind shear is calculated by averaging the 200- and

850-hPa wind vectors from the European Centre for

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) interim

reanalysis dataset (Simmons et al. 2007) within a ring of

500–750km from the TC center and subtracting the av-

eraged 200-hPa wind vector from the averaged 850-hPa

wind vector. The 500–750-km ring is used to eliminate the

influence of the storm’s circulation as much as possible by

following the method of Hence and Houze (2011). The

TPW data from the ECMWF has a resolution of 0.758 3
0.758 and was averaged for the innermost 250km around

the TC center. More details of the dataset are described

by ZJ14.

b. Selection of intensity change categories

The final dataset contains a total of 1139 PR TC

overpasses from 489 storms in global TC-prone basins

between 1998 and 2011. In this study, the intensity of a

TC is defined as the maximum sustained surface wind.

Based on the difference in the maximum surface wind

between the time of the overpass and 24 h in the future,

all overpasses are classified into four intensity change

categories: weakening (W), neutral (N), slowly in-

tensifying (SI), and rapidly intensifying (RI), following

the method of Jiang (2012) and Jiang and Ramirez

(2013). Table 1 lists definitions and final sample sizes in

each category. It should be noted that the RI definition

in Table 1 depends only on the difference between the

current and future 24-h intensity. However, an RI event

(defined as multiple, continuous, and overlapping 24-h

periods in which the intensity increased in each period

by 30 kt or more; see Kieper and Jiang 2012) can con-

tinue for as long as 48–60 h. This indicates that the time

of the overpasses in the RI category does not necessarily

correspond to the onset of the RI event. Therefore,

based on the intensity change in the 12, 18, and 24h prior

to the TRMM overpass, RI cases are subdivided into RI

initial and RI continuing by following ZJ14. The RI

initial storms began an RI event within 12 h of the

overpass, while the RI continuing storms had a previous

24-h RI period beginning at 12, 18, or 24 h prior to the

TABLE 1. Definition of intensity change categories and sample

size of selected PR overpasses for each category. The quantities

Vmax and Vmax124 represent the current and future 24-h maximum

surface wind speeds (1 kt ’ 0.51m s21), respectively.

Category

24-h future max

wind speed change range (kt)

No. of PR

overpasses

W Vmax124 2 Vmax # 210 191

N 210 , Vmax124 2 Vmax , 10 449

SI 10 # Vmax124 2 Vmax , 30 360

RI Vmax124 2 Vmax $ 30 139

Total 1139
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overpasses. It is important to note that the RI event in

both subcategories continues for at least 24 h following

the overpass. Therefore, both subcategories are impor-

tant in the forecast of RI, although the RI initial storms

are near the onset of an RI event, while the RI con-

tinuing storms are in the middle of an RI event. The

definition and the corresponding sample sizes of RI

initial and RI continuing overpasses are summarized in

Table 2. There are 59 out of 139 RI overpasses (42%)

during which the storms did not rapidly intensify (.30kt

per 24 h increase) in the past 12, 18, or 24 h, therefore

being categorized as RI initial.

Figure 1 displays the frequency distributions of initial

intensity, intensity change during the past 12 h, SST,

TPW, environmental vertical wind shear, and storm

motion for different intensity change categories. The cor-

responding means are summarized in Table 3. Student’s

t tests show that RI continuing storms have higher initial

intensity and lower environmental shear than RI initial

storms, which are significant at the 99.9% and 95% con-

fidence levels, respectively. However, the differences of

the two parameters between SI and RI initial storms, and

the differences of all other parameters among various TC

intensity change categories, are not significant at any

confidence level. This indicates that, under minimally fa-

vorable environmental conditions, it is difficult to predict

RI based on the environment alone.

c. Definition of four kinds of precipitation–
convection

Hot towers have been defined in many ways, with

cloud-top brightness temperatures colder than a given

threshold from satellite infrared (IR) images (e.g.,

Gettelman et al. 2002; Jiang and Tao 2014), extremely

low PCT (e.g., Spencer et al. 1989) measured by mi-

crowave radiometers owing to the large amount of fro-

zen hydrometeors, high radar reflectivity at high altitude

(e.g., Kelley et al. 2004; Liu and Zipser 2005; Tao and

Jiang 2013; Jiang and Tao 2014), or strong mean up-

ward motion within the midtroposphere (e.g., Rogers

2010; Reasor et al. 2009). In this study, very deep pre-

cipitation (i.e., a hot tower) is defined as the 20-dBZ

radar echo height $14 km, consistent with Tao and

Jiang (2013) and Jiang and Tao (2014). A better name

would be ‘‘very deep convection.’’ However, different

types of precipitation–convection are defined using the

height of 20-dBZ radar echo in this study. For pixels

with higher echo-top heights, they are more likely to

be convection (or convective precipitation). But for

lower echo tops, they could be either convective or

stratiform precipitation. In any case, the 20-dBZ radar

echo indicates precipitating clouds. Therefore, in the

following text, the name of each type of precipitation–

convection is referred to as precipitation instead of

convection, although it might be more appropriate to

refer to the very deep and moderately deep types as

convection.

To further examine the relative importance of very

deep precipitation versus shallow–moderate precipitation

in initiating RI, three more types of precipitation are

identified based on the height of 20-dBZ radar echo

(Z20dBZ), including moderately deep precipitation (14 .
Z20dBZ $ 10km), moderate precipitation (10. Z20dBZ $

6km), and shallow precipitation (Z20dBZ , 6km). At the

top of the cloud, the radar reflectivity is approximately

20dBZ (note that the PR’s minimum detectable signal is

about 17dBZ), which corresponds to a precipitation rate

of approximately 1mmh21 of ice hydrometeors (Kelley

2008). Here we use the height of the 20-dBZ radar echo

as a proxy for convective/precipitative intensity.

The hot tower hypothesis proposed that tall convective

clouds with undiluted cores play important roles in heat

and moisture transport between the upper troposphere

and lower stratosphere (Riehl and Malkus 1958; Simpson

1978). A recent study by Fierro et al. (2009), however,

indicated that the cores that transport a considerable

amount of moist static energy were diluted by entrain-

ment. From their model simulations, over 60% of the air

parcels originating near cloud base penetrated over 10-km

altitude, while only 5% exceeded the 14-km level. Thus, it

was suggested that the definition of hot towers be re-

defined as deep convective clouds that reach 10km or

above, the upper levels of the troposphere. Although

Fierro et al.’s (2009) study was of a convective line in the

TropicalOcean andGlobalAtmosphereCoupledOcean–

Atmosphere Response Experiment (TOGA COARE)

TABLE 2. Definition of initial and continuing RI and the number of sampled PR overpasses.

Category Max wind speed range (kt)

PR

overpasses

Passes with a 85-GHz PCT

#250K ring

Passes with a

37-GHz cyan

and pink ring

Passes with a

37-GHz ring

within PR swath

RI initial Vmax124 2 Vmax $ 30 and Vmax (0, 16, 112)

2 Vmax (224, 218, 212) , 30

59 5 42 30

RI continuing Vmax124 2 Vmax $ 30 and Vmax (0, 16, 112)

2 Vmax (224, 218, 212) , 30

80 23 70 53

RI total Vmax124 2 Vmax $ 30 139 28 112 83
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FIG. 1. Frequency distribution of (a) maximum sustained surface wind speed intensity (Vmax) at the time of the

TRMM overpass, (b) the change of Vmax during the 12 h before the overpass, (c) SST, (d) TPW, (e) shear mag-

nitude, and (f) storm motion. Each distribution is divided into colors representing the five future 24-h intensity

change categories shown in (a).
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and not associated with a TC, other studies also suggested

that the 17–20-dBZ radar echo reaching 10km is a good

criterion for moderately intense convection in TCs (e.g.,

Cecil and Zipser 2002; ZJ14). Based on these studies, the

10-km level is selected to separate moderate and moder-

ately deep precipitation–convection. The very deep pre-

cipitation and moderately deep precipitation categories

collectively are equivalent to the redefined hot towers as

proposed by Fierro et al. (2009).

To examine the contribution of latent heat energy

attributable to liquid precipitation versus ice processes,

the 6-km altitude is chosen to separate shallow and

moderate precipitation. In the inner core of TCs, the

freezing level is close to 5 km (Hence and Houze 2011)

and perhaps higher than 5km for more intense storms.

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that there is almost

no ice in the inner core below 6km. Even if there is some

small amount of ice, results in this study focus more on

the depth of the precipitation and latent heat release

than on microphysics.

d. Methodology and selection of variables

This study uses two types of figures: radial distribu-

tions and two-dimensional (2D) composite images. The

radial distribution plots are generated by grouping the

PR pixels from different intensity change categories into

bins representing 5-km annuli extending radially out-

ward from the TC center. The 2D composite images are

chosen for their advantage of allowing for the accumu-

lation of data from numerous overpasses in a single 2D

plot to display the shear-directed distributions of pre-

cipitation in TCs. To generate a composite image, the

PR overpasses are first rotated with the vertical wind

shear vector pointing northward (along the1y axis) and

the TC center located in the center of the plot. The

shear-relative pixels of Southern Hemisphere over-

passes are flipped 1808 before compositing them with

Northern Hemisphere cases, following Chen et al.

(2006) and Wingo and Cecil (2010). The PR pixels, with

their new coordinates relative to the TC center and

vertical wind shear vector, are then compiled into 10 3
10 km2 grid cells. As a result, the value of each grid cell

represents either the frequency or total volumetric rain

(see selection of variables in the next paragraph) of

pixels satisfying each precipitation type criterion rela-

tive to total pixels that fall into each 100km2 box. It is

noted that both RI and very deep precipitation are rare

events. To ensure meaningful statistics when generating

the composites, we require that at least three PR pixels

meet the precipitation criterion within each 100-km2 box

from all overpasses for each intensity change category.

As described in the introduction, our main goal is to

examine the frequency of four kinds of precipitation and

their corresponding contribution to total volumetric rain

and latent heating in different TC future 24-h intensity

change stages. Therefore, three variables are selected for

this study: 1) percent occurrence of each type of pre-

cipitation (%), 2) total volumetric rain (mmh21 km2),

and 3) total latent heating (Kh21). The percent occur-

rence of precipitation is the fraction of the number of

pixels from different types of precipitation divided by the

total number of PRpixels. The total volumetric rain is the

sum of the pixel-based products of multiplying the PR

2A25 near-surface rain rate (mmh21) by the area of each

pixel within each annulus or grid cell normalized by the

number of pixels in the domain. The total latent heating is

the sum of vertically integrated PR 2H25 latent heating

from the surface to 18kmwithin each annulus or grid cell

normalized by the number of pixels in the domain,

following ZJ14.

3. Results

a. Percent occurrence of precipitation

1) RADIAL DISTRIBUTIONS

Figure 2 shows the radial distributions of percent

occurrence of four kinds of precipitation and total

TABLE 3. Mean values of current Vmax, the change of Vmax during the 12 h before the overpass, SST, TPW, vertical wind shear mag-

nitude, storm motion, and the difference in the direction of the vertical wind shear and the storm motion vector parameters for the total

dataset and different intensity change categories. Asterisks in the RI, RI initial, and RI continuing columns represent the statistical

significance between SI and RI, SI and RI initial, and RI initial and RI continuing storms, respectively, at the 90% (*), 95% (**),

99% (***), and 99.9% (****) confidence levels.

Mean values W N SI RI RI initial RI continuing Total

Vmax (kt) 63.5 53.8 52.6 60.4**** 56.1 63.4**** 55.9

Vmax 2 Vmax-12 (kt) 22.7 2.8 8.0 12.1 7.0 15.7 4.6

SST (8C) 27.4 28.0 28.4 28.7 28.6 28.7 28.1

TPW (mm) 60.6 61.7 62.9 63.3 63.5 63.2 62.1

Shear (m s21) 8.9 7.9 6.3 5.5** 6.3 5.0** 7.3

Motion (m s21) 4.6 4.2 4.4 4.5 4.5 4.4 4.4

Shear 2 motion (8) 260.5 253.1 255.5 261.7 251.0 269.7 256.2
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precipitation for all samples and different intensity

change categories. The azimuthally averaged percent

occurrence of precipitation is shown from the storm cen-

ter outward to 150km, corresponding to the inner-core

and inner-rainbands region (there is very little difference

among various intensity change categories beyond

150km). We are particularly interested in the differ-

ence between SI and RI initial categories to see if the

FIG. 2. Radial distributions of azimuthally averaged

percent occurrence of (a) very deep precipitation,

(b) moderately deep precipitation, (c) moderate pre-

cipitation, (d) shallow precipitation, and (e) all pre-

cipitation for the total sample and different intensity

change categories shown in (a).
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precipitation distributions can help forecasters distinguish

the onset of RI from SI cases. The differences among SI,

RI initial, and RI continuing cases are also important

because the RI continuing category not only represents

the middle of an RI event but also is useful for predicting

the continuation of RI in the following 24h.

It is quite rare for 20-dBZ reflectivity to reach the

14-km level, as the maximum percent occurrence is less

than 2% (Fig. 2a). Overall, intensifying storms (in-

cluding RI and SI) have higher peak values of percent

occurrence of very deep precipitation than non-

intensifying storms, which is consistent with the statistical

study using airborne radar data inRogers et al. (2013). RI

continuing storms have the highest peak, followed by SI

and RI initial storms. However, it is greater only in the

25–40-km range from the TC center. The frequencies of

very deep precipitation for RI (both initial and continu-

ing) storms drop below the other categories beyond

60km. RI initial storms have a slightly lower percent

occurrence of very deep precipitation than SI storms at all

radial distances shown in Fig. 2a. Averaged within the

innermost 100km of the TC center, SI storms have the

greatest percent occurrence of very deep precipitation

(0.83%; Table 4), followed by N (0.65%), RI continuing

(0.6%), W (0.56%), and RI initial (0.5%) storms. A

Student’s t test shows that SI storms have significantly

more very deep precipitation than RI initial storms at the

95% confidence level.

Within 70km from the storm center, RI continuing

storms have a much higher frequency of moderately

deep precipitation than storms in all other intensity

change categories (Fig. 2b). The peak of the RI con-

tinuing curve (about 7.5%) is about double the rest of

the categories. But similar to the very deep pre-

cipitation, the frequency of moderately deep pre-

cipitation also drops below the other categories beyond

TABLE 4. Composite-mean values of the percent occurrence of precipitation in each shear-relative quadrant, averaged within 100 km of

the TC center. Asterisks in the RI, RI initial, and RI continuing rows represent the statistical significance between SI and RI, SI and RI

initial, and RI initial and RI continuing storms, respectively, at the 90% (*), 95% (**), 99% (***), and 99.9% (****) confidence levels.

Very deep precipitation DR UR UL DL Total

W 0.25 0.17 0.80 1.13 0.60

N 0.40 0.13 0.64 1.41 0.65

SI 0.37 0.27 1.06 1.60 0.82

RI 0.37 0.11 0.79 0.87* 0.53**

RI initial 0.28 0.07 0.73 1.23 0.56**

RI continuing 0.45 0.14 0.83 0.61 0.51

All 0.36 0.18 0.82 1.36 0.68

Moderately deep precipitation DR UR UL DL Total

W 1.81 1.04 2.38 4.33 2.42

N 1.92 1.17 2.58 4.53 2.56

SI 2.03 1.28 2.99 4.37 2.65

RI 2.24 1.75** 4.03** 3.67 2.91

RI initial 1.58 1.12 4.11 3.25 2.47

RI continuing 2.79 2.29** 3.98 3.98 3.27***

All 1.98 1.26 2.85 4.34 2.61

Moderate precipitation DR UR UL DL Total

W 26.38 13.23 16.71 35.20 23.11

N 24.54 14.37 20.01 33.77 23.16

SI 31.29 20.89 25.18 42.72 30.00

RI 34.96 28.14**** 39.65**** 48.19** 37.60****

RI initial 31.55 24.09 34.43** 42.59 32.84

RI continuing 37.78 31.67** 43.77* 52.42** 41.46***

All 28.28 17.99 23.40 38.51 27.06

Shallow precipitation DR UR UL DL Total

W 19.37 13.21 18.74 24.53 19.09

N 21.07 14.04 20.25 24.64 20.00

SI 24.03 19.82 23.81 25.56 23.30

RI 31.38**** 27.62**** 27.99* 29.72** 29.15****

RI initial 30.71*** 25.98*** 27.51 30.55** 28.60***

RI continuing 31.94 29.06 28.38 29.09 29.59

All 22.96 17.46 22.02 25.51 21.99
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70 km. Averaged within 100 km of the TC center, the

mean percent occurrence of moderately deep pre-

cipitation for RI continuing storms is about 1.3% higher

than that of RI initial cases. The difference is significant

at the 99% confidence level. The percent occurrences of

moderately deep precipitation for RI initial, SI, N, and

W storms are very similar to each other (Fig. 2b;

Table 4).

Figure 2c shows that RI continuing storms have the

highest percent occurrence of moderate precipitation at

all radial distances among all intensity change cate-

gories. The peak value is about 50%, appearing at the

40-km radius from the storm center. The mean percent

occurrence within 100km from the storm center for RI

continuing storms is about 9% higher than that for RI

initial storms, and the difference is significant at the 99%

confidence level (Table 4). RI initial storms have a

slightly higher percent occurrence of moderate pre-

cipitation than SI storms in the radial range of 40–

120 km, while SI storms have a higher percent occur-

rence than N and W storms at all radial distances.

A pronounced difference between RI initial and SI

storms is seen in Fig. 2d. The percent occurrences of

shallow precipitation for both RI initial and RI con-

tinuing cases are similar, which are much higher than

that of SI in all radial distances from the TC center. The

peaks of the RI initial and RI continuing curves reach

above 30%, which is about 7%–12% higher than those

of the SI, N, and W curves. Table 4 shows that the dif-

ference of the mean inner-100-km percent occurrence of

shallow precipitation between RI initial and SI storms is

about 5% and is significant at the 99% confidence level.

This implies that increased and widespread shallow

precipitation may be the first sign of RI andmay be used

to distinguish RI onset from SI. Moderate precipitation

also increases slightly (Fig. 2c) from the SI to RI initial

category, but moderately deep and very deep pre-

cipitation do not increase until the later stage of RI (i.e.,

the RI continuing category; Figs. 2a,b) and therefore

are a symptom instead of an indicator of the onset of RI.

Figure 2e presents the radial distribution of the per-

cent occurrence of total precipitation (the sum of four

types of precipitation), which is very similar to the

rainfall frequency (percent occurrence of near-surface

reflectivity exceeding 20dBZ) shown in ZJ14’s Fig. 5a.

Significant differences in the frequency of total pre-

cipitation are found between SI, RI initial, and RI con-

tinuing cases. Based on airborne Doppler observations,

Rogers et al. (2013) found that intensifying TCs have a

higher azimuthal coverage of precipitation than steady-

state TCs. They further argued that this difference may

be due to the difference in the magnitude of vertical

wind shear. However, in this study, the environmental

conditions (including vertical wind shear and the dif-

ference of shear direction and storm motion direction;

see Table 3) are very similar between SI and RI initial

cases. Therefore, the higher azimuthally averaged per-

cent occurrence of total precipitation at the onset of RI

may be due to internal factors. Comparing Figs. 2a–dwith

Fig. 2e, it is found that the difference of the occurrences

of total precipitation between RI continuing and RI

initial storms is mainly contributed by the difference in

moderate and moderately deep precipitation, while the

difference between RI initial and SI storms mainly

comes from shallow and moderate precipitation. This

implies that the increased amount of shallow–moderate

precipitation may be used to predict the onset of RI,

while the increased amount of moderate to moderately

deep precipitation may be used to predict the continu-

ation of RI in the next 24 h.

2) COMPOSITE IMAGES

The corresponding shear-relative distributions of

percent occurrence of four types of precipitation are

presented in Figs. 3–6, with the storm center in the

middle and vertical wind shear pointing upward along

the 1y axis. According to the direction of the vertical

wind shear vector, the upper-left, upper-right, lower-

left, and lower-right quadrants are referred to as

downshear left (DL), downshear right (DR), upshear

left (UL), and upshear right (UR), respectively (Chen

et al. 2006; ZJ14). Here, we focus only on the region

within 100km from the center. The 25-, 50-, 75-, and 100-km

radii are shown as dotted rings in each panel. The quadrant-

mean values of the percent occurrence of various kinds of

precipitation, which are averaged in the innermost 100km

of the TC center, are shown in Table 4.

Figure 3 shows the composite shear-relative distribu-

tion of the frequency of very deep precipitation for W,

N, SI, RI initial, and RI continuing storms. Previous

studies have shown that the downshear-left quadrant is

favored for the greatest rainfall frequency (ZJ14) and

highest rain rates (Chen et al. 2006). The distributions of

the very deep precipitation frequency for W, N, SI, and

RI initial storms have a similar pattern as the rainfall

distribution shown in Chen et al. (2006) and ZJ14, with

the downshear-left quadrant containing significantly

more very deep precipitation than any other quadrant

(Figs. 3a–c,e; Table 4). In Fig. 3f for RI continuing

storms, the maximum frequency of very deep pre-

cipitation shifts more toward the upshear-left quadrant

with a secondary maximum located in the downshear-

right quadrant. The modeling study of HurricaneWilma

(2005) by Zhang and Chen (2012) showed that convec-

tive bursts occurred mostly in the upshear quadrant

when the storm underwent RI. The largest area of.1%
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FIG. 3. Composite shear-relative distribution of the percent occurrence of very deep precipitation for (a) W,

(b) N, (c) SI, (d) RI, (e) RI initial, and (f) RI continuing. The black arrow represents the orientation of the vertical

wind shear vector. The 25-, 50-, 75-, and 100-km radii are shown as dotted rings.
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for moderately deep precipitation.
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 3, but for moderate precipitation.
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 3, but for shallow precipitation.
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occurrence of very deep precipitation is observed in SI

storms (Fig. 3c), followed by N (Fig. 3b) andW (Fig. 3a)

storms. Very deep precipitation is less widespread in RI

continuing (Fig. 3f) and RI initial (Fig. 3e) storms.

However, a major difference is observed in both RI

continuing and initial cases, as the occurrences of very

deep precipitation are almost entirely concentrated

within the innermost 50 km, likely near or within the

RMW. As estimated by ZJ14, in the TRMM PR dataset

used in this study, the mean RMW is 49km for SI and

38km for the combined RI (initial and continuing)

storms, which compares favorably with RMW values of

43 km for intensifying and 53km for steady-state TCs in

Rogers et al. (2013).

The percent occurrence of moderately deep pre-

cipitation in Fig. 4 indicates a similar pattern for weak-

ening, neutral, and slowly intensifying storms (Figs. 4a–c),

with the downshear-left quadrant containing significantly

greater moderately deep precipitation than any other

shear-relative quadrant. A remarkably different distri-

bution is observed for RI continuing (Fig. 4f) and RI

initial (Fig. 4e) storms, with the maximum frequency of

moderately deep precipitation appearing in the

upshear-left quadrant and located closer to the center

(at 25–50 km for RI continuing storms and 25–75 km for

RI initial storms). Figures 4c,e illustrate a pronounced

difference between SI and RI initial cases in the

upshear-left quadrant where RI initial storms have a

much greater percent occurrence of moderately deep

precipitation than SI storms. The opposite is true for

any other shear-relative quadrant (Table 4). RI con-

tinuing storms (Fig. 4f) have a much more symmetric

distribution compared with other intensity change

categories. An almost closed ring of .5% occurrence

in the innermost 50 km is found for RI continuing cases,

with the maximum values located upshear left peaking

around 10%.

Deep convection near or within the RMW has been

linked to vortex strengthening in many studies (e.g.,

Vigh and Schubert 2009; Reasor et al. 2009; Molinari

and Vollaro 2010; Rogers 2010; Nguyen and Molinari

2012; Rogers et al. 2013). However, Figs. 3–4 indicate

that there is no more moderately deep–very deep

precipitation–convection in RI initial storms than in W

and N storms. This suggests that rapid intensification is

likely triggered by other mechanisms and that the ap-

pearance of more deep convection in the middle of RI is

more likely a response or positive feedback to changes

in the vortex that occur earlier in the SI period to the

beginning of the RI period.

For moderate precipitation, Fig. 5 shows that the

downshear-left quadrant is favored in all categories. A

similar pattern is observed for weakening and neutral

storms, and it is more asymmetric than that of SI and RI

storms. For W and N storms (Figs. 5a,b), the maximum

frequency of moderate precipitation is 40%–50% in the

downshear-left quadrant, while less than 20% is upshear

right. RI initial storms, with a more symmetric distri-

bution, have more moderate precipitation than SI storms

in all shear-relative quadrants (Fig. 5e). Moderate pre-

cipitation becomes more widespread and symmetric

around the center as RI continues. An almost-closed ring

of at least 40% occurrence around the center is found for

RI continuing storms (Fig. 5f), while only 30% is found

for RI initial storms (Fig. 5e). This indicates a significant

increase of moderate precipitation during RI from the

onset of RI in all quadrants.

Asymmetric distributions are also observed for both

W and N storms in the percent occurrence of shallow

precipitation (Figs. 6a,b), with a maximum of 25%–30%

DL occurrence and less than 15% UR occurrence. SI

storms (Fig. 6c) have a similar pattern to W and N

storms but a higher frequency of shallow precipitation in

the UR quadrant. Shallow precipitation is much more

widespread for storms at the onset of RI, as a much

higher percent occurrence is found for RI initial storms

than SI storms in all shear-relative quadrants (Fig. 6e;

Table 4). For RI initial storms, a ring of at least 25%

occurrence of shallow precipitation is almost completely

wrapping around the center, peaking at about 38%. As

RI continues, the shallow precipitation does not in-

crease as much as other types of precipitation, but the

shear-relative distribution becomes more symmetric

(Fig. 6f). Overall, Figs. 5–6 suggest that more wide-

spread and more symmetric shallow–moderate pre-

cipitation is an indicator of either the onset, or the

continuation, of RI.

From Figs. 3–6, we can see that the downshear-left

quadrant is favored for all types of precipitation for W,

N, and SI storms, consistent with results found by many

previous studies for TCs in general (Corbosiero and

Molinari 2002, 2003; Chen et al. 2006; Cecil 2007; Hence

and Houze 2012). However, the shear-relative distri-

butions for RI storms are remarkably different. For both

RI initial and continuing storms (Figs. 6e,f), shallow

precipitation peaks in the downshear-right quadrant,

which is the quadrant where the triggering of convective

updrafts begins, as indicated by previous studies (Black

et al. 2002; Hence and Houze 2011, 2012). As pre-

cipitation becomes deeper, the location of peak pre-

cipitation rotates cyclonically for RI storms. Moderate

precipitation peaks in the downshear-left quadrant,

similar to all other intensity change categories (Fig. 5).

From the composite analysis of airborne Doppler data,

Reasor et al. (2013) also confirmed that the shear-

relative TC asymmetry is featured by downshear-right
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convective initiation and a downshear-left precipitation

maximum. Moderately deep precipitation peaks at the

upshear-left quadrant (Figs. 4e,f). Very deep precipita-

tion has double peaks in RI continuing storms (Fig. 3f),

with the primary peak in the upshear-left quadrant and

the secondary peak in the downshear-right quadrant.

For RI initial storms (Fig. 3e), very deep precipitation

peaks in the downshear-left quadrant, similar to W, N,

and SI storms. The cyclonic rotation of peaks from

shallow to deep precipitation follows the wind direction

around the TC center. One may argue that this rotation

simply reflects the trajectory of air parcels as they ascend

in cyclonic flow, as in Black et al. (2002). However, from

Figs. 3–6, this rotating feature is seen only in RI storms,

not inW, N, and SI storms. Therefore, we argue that this

may be an indicator of the vortex rapidly strengthening.

As a storm rapidly intensifies, it may bemore resilient to

shear, causing the fall-out of ice particles generated

upstream to be increasingly prevalent azimuthally

downwind (Hence and Houze 2012).

b. Total volumetric rain

The radial distributions of total volumetric rain and

total latent heating in Fig. 7 illustrate similar patterns for

W, N, SI, and RI initial storms, while RI continuing

storms have remarkably higher azimuthally averaged

total rainfall and latent heating than other intensity

change categories. Similarly, previous studies (e.g.,

Jiang and Ramirez 2013; Kieper and Jiang 2012) have

shown that RI storms have widespread precipitation

with high total volumetric rain in the inner-core region.

However, this study further indicates that it is RI con-

tinuing storms that account for the pronounced differ-

ence of total volumetric rain and latent heating between

SI and RI storms, as the curves for RI initial and SI

storms are very similar. Table 5 also shows that in the

innermost 100 km of the TC center, the mean differ-

ences between SI and RI initial storms in total volu-

metric rain and latent heating are not statistically

significant. Without separating RI initial and continuing

categories, Jiang and Ramirez (2013) concluded that

large total raining area and total volumetric rain in the

inner core are necessary conditions of RI. However, our

results here indicate that this conclusion is valid only for

the RI continuing category.

The composite shear-relative distributions of total

volumetric rain for various intensity change categories

are displayed in Fig. 8. Consistent with previous studies,

the maximum total volumetric rain is downshear and to

the left of the shear vector (e.g., Chen et al. 2006; Wingo

and Cecil 2010). As shown in Figs. 8a–d, the maximum

total volumetric rain occurs in the downshear-left

quadrant in all intensity change categories except in

the RI continuing category, in which the maximum is

mainly upshear left. These distributions are similar to

the mean rain rates in Figs. 16–18 of Wingo and Cecil

(2010) and the averaged vertically integrated latent heat

in Fig. 9 of ZJ14. Although the mean inner-100-km total

volumetric rain is similar for SI and RI initial storms, a

substantial difference is observed in the upshear-left

quadrant. An almost-closed ring of 40mmh21 km2 total

volumetric rain is found surrounding the storm center

for RI initial storms, but only 20–30mmh21 km2 of total

volumetric rain surrounds the storm center for SI

storms. For RI continuing storms (Fig. 8f), themaximum

total volumetric rain is located in the upshear-left

quadrant between 25 and 50km of the center and

peaking at about 200mmh21 km2, with a ring of at least

FIG. 7. Radial distributions of azimuthally averaged (a) total volumetric rain and (b) total vertically integrated

latent heating for the total sample and different intensity change categories shown in (b).
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100mmh21 km2 extending completely around the center.

The mean total volumetric rain (latent heating) within

100km of the storm center in RI continuing storms is

about 30mmh21 km2 (4–5Kh21) higher than those in SI

and RI initial storms (Table 5), similar to Fig. 7.

c. Contribution to total volumetric rain and total
latent heating

To quantify the contribution of each type of pre-

cipitation to total volumetric rain, Table 6 shows the mean

values of the percentage of total rainfall from four kinds of

precipitation, which is averaged within 100km of the TC

center. It is found that moderate precipitation accounts for

about 63% of total volumetric rain, while the other three

kinds of precipitation together account for only 37%.

Overall, the percentage of total rainfall from moderate

precipitation is about 11, 5, and 3 times greater than that

from very deep precipitation, moderately deep pre-

cipitation, and shallow precipitation, respectively (Tables 6

and 7). Similar results are found for the contribution to

total latent heating. Note that the total percent occurrence

of all four types of precipitationwithin the 100-km radius is

about 52% (Table 4). Therefore, the relative pixel-based

contribution to total precipitation of very deep pre-

cipitation, moderately deep precipitation, moderate pre-

cipitation, and shallow precipitation is about 1%, 5%,

52%, and 42%, respectively (Table 7). Comparing these

numbers with the percentage contributions to total volu-

metric rain and total latent heating shown in Table 7, we

can see that both very deep precipitation and moderately

deep precipitation have a disproportionately higher con-

tribution to total volumetric rain and total latent heating.

In the innermost 100km, about 1% (5%) of total con-

vective pixels is very deep precipitation (moderately deep

precipitation), but these pixels contribute about 6% and

9% (12% and 15%) to the total rainfall and total latent

heating, respectively. However, for RI versus non-RI cat-

egories, Table 7 indicates that the percentage of total

volumetric rain (total latent heating) contributed by

moderately to very deep precipitation is smaller in RI

storms (including RI initial and RI continuing) than in

non-RI storms (includingW,N, and SI), while the opposite

is true for shallow–moderate precipitation. This suggests

that the contribution of shallow–moderate precipitation to

the total rainfall and latent heating is more important to

the initiation and maintenance of RI.

The corresponding composite shear-relative distri-

butions of the percentage of the total volumetric rain

from four kinds of precipitation are shown in Figs. 9–12.

The distributions for the total latent heating are quite

similar and thus not shown here, as mentioned in the

introduction. Figure 9 illustrates that the maximum

contribution of very deep precipitation to total volu-

metric rain is located in the upshear-left quadrant for all

intensity change categories except for the RI initial

category, in which the maximum is located downshear-

left. RI continuing storms (Fig. 9f) have a second maxi-

mum located in the downshear-right quadrant. Averaged

within the innermost 100km of the TC center, RI con-

tinuing storms have the lowest percentage of total volu-

metric rain from very deep precipitation. The difference

between SI and RI storms in the convective contribution

to total rainfall is about 3.5%, which is significant at the

95% confidence level (Table 6).

TABLE 5.Mean values of total volumetric rain (mmh21 km2) and total vertically integrated latent heating (K h21) in each shear-relative

quadrant within 100 km of the TC center. Asterisks in the RI, RI initial, and RI continuing rows represent the statistical significance

between SI and RI, SI and RI initial, and RI initial and RI continuing storms, respectively, at the 90% (*), 95% (**), 99% (***), and

99.9% (****) confidence levels.

Total volumetric rain DR UR UL DL Total

W 47.00 18.19 45.63 118.03 65.65

N 47.88 20.75 46.27 109.76 62.31

SI 63.52 29.70 53.77 121.63 74.19

RI 71.84 52.15**** 90.98**** 117.57 92.37****

RI initial 61.49 35.54 73.68** 108.57 73.96

RI continuing 79.47 64.40*** 103.74** 124.21 105.94****

All 55.60 26.98 53.99 115.85 70.29

Vertically integrated LH DR UR UL DL Total

W 6.94 2.61 6.86 18.20 9.78

N 7.17 3.08 6.79 17.44 9.47

SI 9.75 4.19 8.08 19.33 11.10

RI 10.66 7.24**** 12.63**** 16.70 13.03**

RI initial 8.95 4.50 10.64 15.52* 10.34

RI continuing 11.92 9.27**** 14.10 17.57 15.02****

All 8.37 3.86 7.92 18.08 10.47
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FIG. 8. Composite shear-relative distribution of the averaged total volumetric rain for (a)W, (b) N, (c) SI, (d) RI,

(e) RI initial, and (f) RI continuing. The black arrow represents the orientation of the vertical wind shear vector.

The 25-, 50-, 75-, and 100-km radii are shown as dotted rings.
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Figure 10 displays the shear-relative distribution of the

percentage of total volumetric rain frommoderately deep

precipitation. The maximum convective contribution is

upshear-left for all intensity change categories except for

the weakening storms (Fig. 10a), in which themaximum is

downshear left. Overall, RI storms have higher contribu-

tions closer to the storm center. FromTable 6, we can also

see that when averaged for all quadrants, moderately

deep precipitation accounts for similar percentages of

total volumetric rain for RI initial, RI continuing, and SI,

but some differences are seen in individual quadrants.

Within the innermost 100 km, moderate precipitation

accounts for about 68% of total volumetric rain for all

RI storms but only 60%–64% for neutral, weakening,

and SI storms (Table 6). A pronounced difference

(about 4%, significant at the 99% confidence level) is

observed between SI and RI storms. The quadrant-mean

values of the contribution to total rainfall in Table 6 in-

dicates that in the upshear-left quadrant, moderate pre-

cipitation accounts for approximately 62% to the total

volumetric rain for RI initial storms, which is about 5%

higher than SI storms (significant at the 95% confidence

level). In the upshear-right quadrant, the contribution is

7%higher for RI continuing storms thanRI initial storms

(significant at the 90% confidence level). The corre-

sponding shear-relative distribution in Fig. 11 illustrates

that both RI initial (Fig. 11e) and RI continuing storms

(Fig. 11f) have a much larger area with at least 70% total

volumetric rain from moderate precipitation than other

intensity change categories. A more symmetric pattern is

seen for RI continuing storms (Fig. 11f).

Averaged within the innermost 100km of the TC

center, about 19% of the total volumetric rain is from

shallow precipitation (Table 5). But it should be noted

TABLE 6. Composite-mean values of the convective contribution to total volumetric rain in each shear-relative quadrant, averaged

within 100 km of the TC center. Asterisks in the RI, RI initial, and RI continuing rows represent the statistical significance between SI and

RI, SI and RI initial, and RI initial and RI continuing storms, respectively, at the 90% (*), 95% (**), 99% (***), and 99.9% (****)

confidence levels.

Very deep precipitation DR UR UL DL Total

W 1.76 4.08 7.71 4.57 4.59

N 3.50 1.87 8.21 7.70 6.38

SI 2.71 4.29 9.34 8.53 6.85

RI 3.18 0.66 4.03 3.88* 3.28**

RI initial 2.95 0.37** 4.13 6.17 4.15

RI continuing 3.31 0.80 3.97 2.44 2.79

All 2.92 2.70 7.62 6.92 5.75

Moderately deep

precipitation DR UR UL DL Total

W 9.05 8.41 12.37 12.92 11.68

N 11.50 10.04 13.85 15.82 13.96

SI 10.26 7.81 12.94 14.54 12.46

RI 9.42 6.53* 12.98 9.63 10.06

RI initial 7.66 4.29 16.07 8.69** 9.90

RI continuing 10.40* 7.62*** 11.29 10.22 10.14

All 10.39 8.25 13.18 14.11 12.48

Moderate precipitation DR UR UL DL Total

W 68.83 58.67 54.22 64.77 63.03

N 64.53 59.97 53.56 61.40 60.34

SI 68.62 63.06 57.28 64.10 63.69

RI 64.37 68.27 67.23 70.37** 67.94***

RI initial 63.20 63.50* 62.38** 66.46 64.30*

RI continuing 65.02 70.60* 69.89 72.82 70.01

All 66.57 62.83 57.63 64.00 63.08

Shallow precipitation DR UR UL DL Total

W 20.31 28.67 25.63 17.73 20.69

N 20.41 27.98 24.31 15.06 19.32

SI 18.35 24.74 20.38 12.80 17.00

RI 22.98 24.46*** 15.74 16.11 18.72**

RI initial 26.12 31.70 17.37*** 18.65 21.65

RI continuing 21.24* 20.92*** 14.84 14.52 17.06

All 20.06 26.10 21.52 14.95 18.68
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that the definition of shallow precipitation in this study

does not involve any ice phase. Thus, the rain rate from

shallow precipitation may be underestimated as a result

of the TRMM PR 2A25 algorithm (Iguchi et al. 2000).

Although the percent occurrence of shallow pre-

cipitation is much higher in RI storms than non-RI

storms, shallow precipitation accounts for similar per-

centages to the total volumetric rain for RI and non-RI

storms. This is mainly because of the higher contribution

to the total volumetric rain frommoderate precipitation

for all RI storms. The corresponding composite shear-

relative distribution in Fig. 12 illustrates that the upshear

or upshear-right quadrants are favored in all intensity

change categories in the contribution to the total rain-

fall. For weakening storms (Fig. 12a), a large area of

30% rainfall from shallow precipitation is observed

within the innermost 25-km region.

4. Discussion

Consistent with previous satellite-based statistical

studies (Jiang 2012; Kieper and Jiang 2012; Jiang and

Ramirez 2013; ZJ14), results in this study suggest that

widespread relatively symmetric shallow–moderate

precipitation is more important in initiating and main-

taining RI in the next 24 h than moderately to very deep

convection. This seems to conflict with the observational

case studies mentioned in the introduction (Reasor et al.

2009; Guimond et al. 2010; Molinari and Vollaro 2010;

Nguyen and Molinari 2012; Reasor and Eastin 2012),

which emphasized the role of asymmetric very deep

convection in RI. However, after careful scrutiny, it is

found that in all of these observational case studies, the

occurrence of very deep convection was observed within

24h before an RI event ends. This is totally different

from the definition of RI used in this study and previous

satellite-based statistical studies mentioned above. As

mentioned in section 2b, RI typically occurs as an event,

which is defined as multiple, continuous, and over-

lapping 24-h periods in which the intensity increases in

each period by 30kt or more (Kieper and Jiang 2012).

Each 24-h period within an RI event corresponds to one

RI case as defined by Kaplan and DeMaria (2003).

Based on a statistics using 1998–2013 global best-track

data, the mean and median duration of all RI events is

about 36 h with a minimum of 24h [this is by the defi-

nition of Kaplan and DeMaria (2003)] and a maximum

of 78h. Figure 13 illustrates a schematic of a typical RI

event, with the corresponding RI initial and RI con-

tinuing periods as defined in this study and an additional

period called RI ending. The RI ending category in-

cludes the period during which an RI event will end

within 24h. Unlike RI initial and RI continuing cate-

gories, which require at least 24 h before an RI event

ends, the RI ending category has no predictive power

and may correspond to the weakening, neutral, or SI

category as defined in this study. In the above-

mentioned observational case studies, very deep

TABLE 7. Composite-mean values of the percentage contribution of the four kinds of precipitation to total precipitation and total

volumetric rain, averaged within 100 km of the TC center.

Percent to total precipitation W N SI RI RI initial RI continuing Total

Very deep precipitation 1.32 1.40 1.44 0.75 0.86 0.68 1.30

Moderately deep precipitation 5.36 5.51 4.67 4.15 3.84 4.36 4.98

Moderate precipitation 51.11 49.96 52.84 53.57 50.94 55.41 51.70

Shallow precipitation 42.21 43.14 41.04 41.53 44.36 39.55 42.03

Very deep 1 moderately deep precipitation 6.68 6.91 6.11 4.9 4.7 5.04 6.28

Moderate 1 shallow precipitation 93.32 93.1 93.88 95.1 95.3 94.96 93.73

Percent to total volumetric rain W N SI RI RI initial RI continuing Total

Very deep precipitation 4.59 6.38 6.85 3.28 4.15 2.79 5.75

Moderately deep precipitation 11.68 13.96 12.46 10.06 9.90 10.14 12.48

Moderate precipitation 63.03 60.34 63.69 67.94 64.30 70.01 63.08

Shallow precipitation 20.69 19.32 17.00 18.72 21.65 17.06 18.68

Very deep 1 moderately deep precipitation 16.27 20.34 19.31 13.34 14.05 12.93 18.23

Moderate 1 shallow precipitation 83.72 79.66 80.69 86.66 85.95 87.07 81.76

Percent to total latent heat W N SI RI RI initial RI continuing Total

Very deep precipitation 7.21 9.47 10.71 4.90 6.32 4.09 8.83

Moderately deep precipitation 14.52 17.14 15.23 12.99 13.25 12.85 15.47

Moderate precipitation 63.21 60.10 62.10 68.14 65.07 69.89 62.46

Shallow precipitation 15.06 13.29 11.96 13.97 15.35 13.18 13.24

Very deep 1 moderately deep precipitation 21.73 26.61 25.94 17.89 19.57 16.94 24.3

Moderate 1 shallow precipitation 78.27 73.39 74.06 82.11 80.42 83.07 75.7
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FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for the percentage of total volumetric rain from very deep precipitation.
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FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for moderately deep precipitation.
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FIG. 11. As in Fig. 9, but for moderate precipitation.
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FIG. 12. As in Fig. 9, but for shallow precipitation.
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convection that was claimed to play a role in RI was all

in the RI ending period. As illustrated on the timeline

in Fig. 13, deep convection observed in Hurricane

Guillermo (1997) by aircraft during 1845UTC 2August–

0012 UTC 3 August was only observed about 18h before

the RI event ended (Reasor et al. 2009; Reasor and

Eastin 2012). Guimond et al. (2010) reported that the

ER-2 aircraft observed a hot tower in Hurricane Dennis

(2005), but it occurred around 22h before the RI event

ended. A hot tower occurred 5h before the RI ended

for Hurricane Irene (1999) in Nguyen and Molinari

(2012). A vortical hot tower was observed 7h before the

RI event of Tropical Storm Gabrielle (2001) ended

(Molinari and Vollaro 2010). There are several recent

studies about Hurricane Earl (2010) (Stevenson et al.

2014; Rogers et al. 2015; Susca-Lopata et al. 2015)

showing asymmetric deep convection around 6–9h be-

fore the onset of RI (Fig. 13). At that time Earl was in

the slowly intensifying stage. As seen in Fig. 3c of this

study, very deep convection does increase in SI storms.

So the findings of these Earl studies are consistent with

the current study.

Based on the findings of this study and above-mentioned

observational case studies, Fig. 14 presents a hypothe-

sized sequence of events providing some mechanisms to

describe the importance of shallow–moderate pre-

cipitation, as opposed to deep–very deep convection, to

RI. Before a storm undergoes RI, it is usually in the

slowly intensifying or steady-state stage. At this time,

isolated very deep convection is often observed (Fig. 3c;

Stevenson et al. 2014; Rogers et al. 2015; Susca-Lopata

et al. 2015), which is possibly due to high wind shear

(Molinari and Vollaro 2010; Susca-Lopata et al. 2015),

vortexmisalignment (Stevenson et al. 2014; Rogers et al.

2015; Susca-Lopata et al. 2015), or dry environment

(Stevenson et al. 2014). At the onset of RI (RI initial

stage), increased shallow and moderate precipitation is

seen, especially in the upshear quadrants (Figs. 5e and

6e; Susca-Lopata et al. 2015), inducing moistening and

preconditioning for deep convection (Johnson et al.

FIG. 13. Schematic of RI initial, RI continuing, and RI ending periods within a typical RI event. The relative time

when the very deep convectionwas observed in each of the observational studiesmentioned in section 4 is placed on

the timeline in the RI ending period and before RI. Please see text for details.

FIG. 14. A hypothesized sequence of events providing some mechanisms before and during RI that describes the

importance of shallow–moderate precipitation as opposed to deep–very deep convection. Please refer to Fig. 13 for

the definition of RI initial, RI continuing, and RI ending.
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1999), vortex alignment (Chen and Gopalakrishnan

2015), axisymmetrization (Kieper and Jiang 2012; Susca-

Lopata et al. 2015), and more latent heat release. As RI

continues, increased moderate to very deep pre-

cipitation is observed, producing much higher total

volumetric rain and latent heating release (Figs. 4f, 5f,

and 6f; Table 5). The factors of very deep convection

closer to the storm center (Figs. 3f and 4f) and the

axisymmetrization of the precipitation field (Fig. 8f)

helpmaintain the vortex’s rapid strengthening for more

than 24 h following. At the RI ending stage (,24 h

before RI ends), there is a higher chance of having

more deep–very deep convection around the storm

center (Reasor et al. 2009; Guimond et al. 2010;Molinari

and Vollaro 2010; Nguyen and Molinari 2012; Reasor

and Eastin 2012), which helps form a strong eyewall and

lead to a stronger storm.

Using aircraft Doppler radar data, Rogers et al. (2013)

found that intensifying storms have a larger percentage

of convective bursts within 1–2 times of the RMW than

steady-state storms. Their definition of intensifying

storms contains RI and part of the SI categories in this

study. From Figs. 2–3 in this study, we can see that very

deep precipitation (similar to their convective burst

definition) does have higher peaks, which are located

closer to the center in RI and SI storms than in neutral

and weakening storms (similar to their steady-state

definition). However, after integrating with the 100-km

radius [about two RMW; see section 3a(ii) for details],

we found that both the frequency of very deep pre-

cipitation and its contribution to total volumetric rain

and total latent heating are much less in RI storms than

those in neutral and weakening storms (Table 7). More

interestingly, Table 7 does show that SI storms have a

higher frequency and larger percent contributions to

total volumetric rain and total latent heating from very

deep precipitation than RI, neutral, and weakening

storms. This suggests that 1) Rogers et al.’s (2013) in-

tensifying storms might contain more SI storms than RI

storms, which is possibly true owing to the limitation of

aircraft data, and 2) very deep convection seems to

play a more important role in slowly intensifying storms

than in RI storms.

Another important point from the introduction is to

examine the percent occurrence of total precipitation

(including shallow, moderate, moderately deep, and

very deep precipitation as defined in section 2c) in order

to test if the cyan and pink color ring in theNRL 37-GHz

color product found by Kieper and Jiang (2012) is pre-

cipitative. To do this, it was necessary to degrade the PR

pixel size into TMI 37-GHz equivalent footprint size.

The shear-relative distributions of the percent occur-

rence of total precipitation degraded to the 37-GHz

footprint size are shown in Fig. 15. As expected, the

downshear-left quadrant is favored for all TC intensity

change categories (e.g., Corbosiero and Molinari 2002;

Chen et al. 2006). The precipitative/convective fre-

quency, as well as the degree of symmetry, increases in

order from weakening/neutral, SI, RI initial, to RI

continuing storms. A ring of about 90%occurrence of all

precipitation is observed for RI continuing storms

(Fig. 15f), which is analogous to the cyan and pink ring

feature recognized in Kieper and Jiang (2012) for RI

storms. In this study, at least 20-dBZ PR reflectivity at

different levels is required for all four types of pre-

cipitation. Therefore, all the precipitation defined in this

study contains precipitation-sized particles.

One may ask how many cases that make up the RI

composites in Figs. 3–6 and 15 have a 37-GHz cyan and

pink ring. As shown in Table 2, 42 (70) out of the 59 (80)

RI initial (continuing) cases have a 37-GHz ring within

the TMI swath. Therefore, 112 out of 139 total RI cases

(about 80%) have the ring feature for the 14-yr global

TC data from the TRMM PR. The percentage is similar

to what Kieper and Jiang (2012) found for Atlantic TCs

during 2002–07. To carefully compare the 37-GHz cyan

and pink ring with the PR reflectivity field, a subset of

overpasses is further selected for cases with the cyan and

pink ring directly covered by the PR swath. As shown in

Table 2’s last column, a total of 83 cases meet this cri-

terion, including 30 RI initial and 53 RI continuing

overpasses. Two examples of such overpasses are shown

in Figs. 16 and 17 for an RI continuing case and an

RI initial case, respectively. The Atlantic Hurricane

Danielle (2004) case shows a 37-GHz cyan ring in the inner

edge around the storm center with a pink arc on top of

the eastern half of the cyan ring (Fig. 16a), while the

northwestern Pacific Typhoon Marenti (2004) overpass

also shows a 37-GHz cyan and pink ring, with the pink

arc on the southwest side of the center (Fig. 17a). A

complete 20-dBZ radar reflectivity ring is seen in both

the Danielle and Marenti overpasses (Figs. 16b and

17b), resembling the 37-GHz cyan and pink ring. Harnos

and Nesbitt (2011) claimed that they found a ring for RI

storms where 85-GHz PCT#250K. However, in the 14-yr

TRMM TC dataset that we examined, there are about

80% of RI cases with a 37-GHz cyan and pink ring and a

20-dBZ radar ring (when the inner core is covered by the

PR swath). But most of these cases do not have a ring

where 85-GHz PCT#250K, as shown in Figs. 16c and

17c. For comparison, Table 2 also shows that only 28

out of the 139 RI cases (about 20%) have a ring where

85-GHz PCT#250K within the TMI swath. The pink

color in the 37-GHz color product roughly corre-

sponds to 37-GHz PCT #270K, which is also roughly

equivalent to 85-GHz PCT #250K, as you can see by
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FIG. 15. As in Fig. 3, but for total precipitation degraded to the 37-GHz footprint size.
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comparing Fig. 16c with Fig. 16d and Fig. 17c with

Fig. 17d. As pointed out in the introduction, the pink

color simply indicates precipitation within ice, not

necessarily deep convection, as indicated by Lee et al.

(2002). Note that we define 85-GHz PCT by following

Spencer et al. (1989) and 37-GHz PCT by following

Cecil et al. (2002).

Using the 83 RI cases with a 37-GHz cyan and pink

ring seen within the PR swath, Fig. 18 shows the com-

posite shear-relative distributions of the percent oc-

currence of total precipitation, total-minus-shallow

precipitation, 37-GHz cyan and pink color, and

85-GHz PCT #250K. Figures 18a,b are degraded to

the 37-GHz footprint size in order to get the equiva-

lent radar reflectivity field that the 37-GHz channel

sees. An almost-closed 95% ring is seen in both

Figs. 18a,c, indicating that the 37-GHz cyan and

pink ring is essentially a radar echo ring containing

at least 20-dBZ reflectivity. It is therefore concluded

that the 37-GHz ring is precipitative. Note that the

composite ring in Fig. 18c is not a 100% ring (even

each of the 83 individual case has a ring) mainly

FIG. 16. An RI continuing case with a 37-GHz color cyan and pink ring observed by TRMM for Hurricane Danielle (2004) at 1527 UTC 14

August in the Atlantic (ATL) basin. (a) TMI 37-GHz color, (b) PR maximum reflectivity projection with 20-dBZ contour, (c) TMI

85-GHz PCT with 250-K contour, and (d) TMI 37-GHz PCT with 270-K contour. The Vmax and 24-h future intensity change (dVmax24)

are indicated at the top of (b).
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because of the TC size difference and some small dis-

location of the storm center. If shallow precipitation

is excluded, the maximum value for the precipita-

tive ring dropped to 40% (Fig. 18b). The 85-GHz

PCT #250K occurrence only has a 30% closed ring

around the storm center (Fig. 18d), indicating that the

so-called 85-GHz convective ring is not actually a good

predictor for RI. If both shallow and moderate pre-

cipitation are excluded (only consideringmoderately deep

and very deep precipitation), a ring of 5% occurrence is

found (not shown), similar to the frequency of deep

convection in ZJ14 (see their Fig. 8e). This implies that

the 37-GHz ring feature in Kieper and Jiang (2012) is

mostly contributed by shallow–moderate precipitation

and is thus reasonably denoted as precipitative. Inter-

pretation of the 37-GHz cyan and pink ring feature in

rapidly intensifying TCs will be further examined in an

upcoming study.

5. Conclusions

Using 14 years of TRMM Precipitation Radar

(PR) reflectivity data, shear-relative distributions of

four types of precipitation–convection in different in-

tensity categories of tropical cyclones (TCs) have been

statistically quantified and compared in this study.

With an emphasis on rapidly intensifying (RI) TCs,

we analyzed 1139 TRMM PR overpasses of tropical

FIG. 17. As in Fig. 16, but for an RI initial case for Typhoon Meranti (2004) at 1551 UTC 4 August in the northwestern Pacific

(NWP) basin.
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storms through category-2 hurricanes with at least mod-

erately favorable environmental conditions.

Generally, shallow precipitation (defined as 20-dBZ

radar echo top height ,6km) is more widespread in RI

than non-RI storms. A significant difference is observed

between RI initial and slowly intensifying storms, as the

RI initial category has a much higher frequency of shal-

low precipitation in all radial distances and shear-relative

quadrants (Table 4; Figs. 2 and 6). This indicates that

increased shallow precipitation surrounding the storm

center is a first sign of RI and could be used as a predictor

of the onset of RI.

Among the four types of precipitation defined in this

study, moderate precipitation (20-dBZ radar echo top

between 6 and 10km) has the highest percent occur-

rence in TCs (about 27% overall; Table 4), followed by

shallow precipitation (about 22% overall), moderately

deep precipitation (about 3% overall), and very deep

precipitation (about 0.7% overall). Additionally, mod-

erate precipitation contributes over 60% to both total

volumetric rain and total latent heating, while the other

three kinds of precipitation together account for less

than 40% (Table 7).

The onset of RI also features more widespread mod-

erate precipitation in all shear-relative quadrants than

slowly intensifying, neutral, and weakening storms

(Fig. 5; Table 4). Once the RI begins, the moderate pre-

cipitation frequency and its contributions to total volu-

metric rain and total latent heating continue to increase

significantly and peak for RI continuing storms (Fig. 5f;

Table 7). The azimuthally averaged percent occurrence

of moderately deep precipitation (20-dBZ radar echo

between 10 and 14km) is very similar in magnitude for

storms at the onset of RI and those that are slowing in-

tensifying (Fig. 2b), while storms during RI have a much

higher occurrence of moderately deep precipitation. The

FIG. 18. Composite shear-relative distribution of the percent occurrence of (a) total precipitation (b) total minus

shallow precipitation, (c) cyan and pink color on the 37-GHz color product, and (d) 85-GHz PCT#250K for the 83

RI cases (including RI initial and RI continuing) with a 37-GHz cyan and pink ring seen within the PR swath (see

Table 2). The black arrow represents the orientation of the vertical wind shear vector. The 25-, 50-, 75-, and 100-km

radii are shown as dotted rings.
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contribution to total volumetric rain from moderately

deep precipitation also increases and becomes more

symmetric around the center as RI continues.

Very deep precipitation (20-dBZ radar echo height

$14 km) is quite rare in TCs and is more widespread in

non-RI than RI storms (Fig. 3; Table 4). The maxi-

mum frequencies of both moderately deep and very

deep precipitation are located closer to the storm

center in RI storms than in non-RI storms. Although

very deep precipitation accounts for a disproportion-

ate amount of total volumetric rain and total latent

heat within the inner core, its absolute percent con-

tribution decreases in order from slowly intensifying,

neutral, weakening, RI initial, to RI continuing storms

(Table 7).

It is found that the contribution to total volumet-

ric rain and total latent heating from the shallow–

moderate precipitation in the inner core is greater in

RI initial and continuing storms than non-RI storms,

while the opposite is true for moderately to very

deep precipitation (Table 7). This implies that the

shallow–moderate precipitation is more important

in initiating and maintaining RI. This is consistent

with ZJ14 and other satellite-based statistical studies

(e.g., Jiang 2012; Jiang and Ramirez 2013) showing

that it is not the deep convection but the widespread

and symmetric rainfall that is more important to RI.

However, this is inconsistent with previous observa-

tional case studies (e.g., Reasor et al. 2009; Guimond

et al. 2010; Molinari and Vollaro 2010; Nguyen and

Molinari 2012; Reasor and Eastin 2012; Stevenson

et al. 2014; Rogers et al. 2015; Susca-Lopata et al.

2015), which emphasized the role of asymmetric very

deep convection in RI. As mentioned in section 4,

most of these observational case studies are biased

toward the ending period of RI, while the three

studies about Hurricane Earl (2010) focused on deep

convection before RI while the storm was in the

slowly intensifying stage. Here we argue that RI is

more likely triggered by the increase of shallow–

moderate precipitation and the appearance of more

moderately to very deep convection in the middle of

RI is more likely a response or positive feedback to

changes in the vortex that occur earlier in the slowly

intensifying period to the beginning of the RI period.

The specific mechanism of how shallow–moderate

precipitation initiates RI is unknown, but a hypoth-

esized conceptual model is given in Fig. 14. It is

proposed that the increased shallow–moderate pre-

cipitation at the onset of RI might be linked with

the moistening, vortex alignment, axisymmetrization,

and more latent heat release. Further studies are

needed in this direction.

Another interesting finding of this study is that although

the downshear-left quadrant is favored for all types of

precipitation for weakening, neutral, and slowly intensi-

fying storms, consistent with previous studies for TCs in

general (e.g., Corbosiero and Molinari 2002, 2003; Chen

et al. 2006; Cecil 2007; Hence andHouze 2012), the shear-

relative distributions for RI storms are very different. A

cyclonic rotation of peaks from shallow (downshear right)

to moderate (downshear left) to moderately and very

deep precipitation (upshear left) follows the tangential

wind direction around the TC center and may be an in-

dicator of the vortex rapidly strengthening.

A ring of almost 90%occurrence of total precipitation

is found for storms in the middle of RI (Fig. 14f). After

selecting the RI cases with a 37-GHz cyan and pink ring

seen in the PR swath, Fig. 18 indicates that a total pre-

cipitation ring is closely analogous to the cyan and pink

ring in the 37-GHz color product defined by Kieper and

Jiang (2012) that is a very good predictor for RI. The

ring is mostly contributed by shallow–moderate pre-

cipitation and is thus reasonably denoted as precipita-

tive. The ring indicates a very high degree of symmetry

of shallow–moderate precipitation. Shallow precipita-

tion alone contributes about 40%–50% of the ring

(Fig. 18b). A ring of only 20%–30% occurrence of

85-GHz PCT #250K is found for RI cases, indicating

that the 85-GHz convective ring claimed by Harnos and

Nesbitt (2011) is not a good predictor of RI (Table 2;

Fig. 18d). Jiang and Ramirez (2013) found that the total

volumetric rain and total raining area in the inner-core

region is much higher in RI storms than non-RI storms.

They concluded that high total raining area and total

volumetric rain in the inner core are necessary condi-

tions of RI. However, by further separating RI into RI

initial and continuing categories, this study finds that

higher volumetric rain in the inner core appears only

during RI but not at the onset of RI, suggesting that it

is a symptom rather than an indicator of the onset of RI.
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